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ABSTRACT

The important trend in the development of atomic power in-

dustry is broadening the fields of its application for more com-

plete substitution of the mineral fuel by the nuclear one not on-

ly in the electric energy production but in other energy-consum-

ption areas of industry* The development of large-scale atomic

power industry will make it possible to provide the main part of

energy-consumption and to save the oil, gas there where to repla-

ce them is the most complicated matter (mainly
э
 the chemical raw

material)* The scales and rates of whole energetics development

are estimated and possible rates and scales of atomio power indus-

try are determined on the basis of the necessary energy oonoump-

tion predicted per caplta^An analyoio of possible fields of nudonr
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power industry application is carried oat for electric energy

generation, district heating, hydrogen production, coal gasifi-

cation» metallurgy, chemistry, etc* The possible ratio between

electric energy and heat productions in the energetics and the

atomic power Industry and dynamics of change in this ratio are

predicted* Prospects of development of high temperature helium

reactors were considered* Xt was shown that already at the

end of the current century the development of atomic power indus-

try o^ly on thermal reactors will require the high consumption

of natural uranium and the considerable increase in production

of uranium-mining and uranium enriching industry* Therefore, the

introduction of fast breeders, able by means of plutonium build

up to provide the development of energetics with correspon-

ding rates, is necessary at the following stages of the develop-

ment of atomic power industry. Some aspects of the influence of

possible development of hydrogen energetics conception upon the

structure of atomic power industry are elucidated*
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The end of XX century is characterized by essential chan-

gee in the tendencies of energetics envelopment. The ratio in

production and consumption of oil, gas, coal and transportation

of energy resources change,complex units of energetic systems

are formed,ecology problems rise,the nuclear fuel role increa-

ses and the sphere of its application widens* The timely estima-

tion and accounting the new tendencies in the developing energe-

tics and the scientific and technical search in those directions

of development which will be determine its optimum structure are

being of the greatest importance.

The raising of atomic power industry is the inevitable pro-

cess for the majority of countries of the world in spite of all

related fears» The earlier it will be realized, the more planned

and safe this process will be.

To-day, the atomic power industry is developing only to pro-

duce the electric energy the part of which in the fuel energetic

balance of highly developed countries amounts to 20-25#o In many

countries of the world by the end of the century the part of nuc-

lear fuel in primary energy resources is expected to increase to

15-20%» Owing to universality of electric energy application

the greater part of the modern trends of scientific and technical

progress - mechanization, automation and concentration of indust-

ry, appearance of new highly-effective instruments, materials

and technology - is associated with the development of electri-

fication© Since atomic power plants of practically equal effici-

ency can be created in any point of the globe, as a result of

their approaching to sources of raw material the further accele-

ration in electrification of technological processes is certain-

ly to take placeо
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nevertheless , the considerable part of energy will not be

used as electricity. Existence of consumption regions in which

the use of electric energy is technically hindered or economi-

cally inexpedient will favour that winning the fueld of elect-

ric energy by the atomic power industry is only the first simp-

liest step* The heat generation for industry and district hea-

ting, the participation of nuclear power industry in production

of reducing gas for metallurgy and its including in the chemical

industry is the problem of the same scale as the electroenerge-

tics and in the nearest years we will be witnesses and partici-

pants of the nuclear energy penetration into these new fields.

Just such a development of nuclear power industry will make it

possible to save most effectively the oil and gas for the same

purposes where to replace them is the most complicated matter.The

major and the most rational field of application of oil and gas

in the future will, certainly, be the industry of organic che-

mistry with its vast range of products obtained from the oil and

gas hydrocarbon raw materials - from plastics and compound ma-

terials to fats and proteinso

It is evident that the ratio between generation of elect-

ric energy and non-electric one will finally be determined by

economic factors* The carried out so far economical estimations

of different accomplished elaborations, give optimistic conclu-

sions regarding utilization of nuclear energy for non-electric-

purposes* Prom this point of view, the consideration also of

such a factor as the expected price ratios (trends in price

ratios) of electric and non-electric energy in the nuclear po-

wer industry is, in our opinion, useful* If to speak about hot

water, steam, desalinated water produced by the nuclear power
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industry t Леп the price ratios of electric and thermal energi-

es can here be slightly better in favour of the thermal energy

generation than in the conventional energetics because of low

efficiency of atomic power plants. If it is of beneficial to

produce electric energy on the atomic power plant even at the

low efficiency then it is the more so profitable to produce

heat of the same temperature potential» In addition,the fuel

cycle cost in the atomic energetics is significantly lower

than that of the conventional energetics and therefore, the

difference in prices of equipment intended for generation of

electric and thermal energies can have more appreciable influ-

ence*

Specific features of atomic energetics in this case can

be reflected in the fact (this does not relate to the water

desalination process) that at the low concentration of thermal

loads of consumers the economically profitable scale of utili-

zation of atomic energetics for these purposes is not sufficien-

tly high© However, in this connection, attention should be dra-

wn to ways of long-distance heat transmission by thermochemi-

cal methods (for example, while using the process of methane

steam conversion) being developed recently» In this case the

considered schemes on heat generation for district heating and

technological steam turn out to be sufficiently economical at

long distances (longer than 50-80 km) and practically are not

limited by the concentration level of heat consumers*

If to refer to the second group of processes in which the

utilization of atomic power industry is considered* the produc-

tion of artificial-processed fuels in the form of methanol,
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methane(at the gasification of coal} , the production of redu-

cing gaa for metallurgy, the hydrogen production including ther-

mochemical or combined methods of water decomposition - then the

ratio between prices of electric energy and manufactured fuels

because of high expenditures of energy and, probably, due to mo-

re expensive equipment will be the same or lesser (in favour of

electric energy) than in the conventional energetics.

The sufficiently important factor which can affect the stru-

cture of atomic power industry is the value of primary investments

needed for creation of nuclear power installations generating the

electric and non-electric energies. At the present time and for

the nearest 10-15 years the ratio of investments in the atomic

energetics seems to be higher in favour of the electroenergetics

than the conventional energetics. However, at the further large- \

scale development in energetics this difference will be less es- [

sential. This trend will be due to two main factors: the redu-

cing in load coefficient of atomic power plants at the replace-

ment of electroenergetics by atomic power industry and the oncrs-

ase of fraction of fast breeder-reactors in the electroenergetics

requiring the high investments per installated power unit.

In this manner
9
 the consideration of the given ratios does

not find any additional strongly acting factors, tendencies

which from the view-point of consumers and producers of energy

should require or initiate the essential structure deviation in

the atomic power industry as compared to the conventional ener-

getics.

It is also evident that in the course of time the structure

changes in the energetics related primarily to the increase of
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energy part in the form of electricity will take place and

this tendency, in the first place, has to be influenced on the

new sources like the atomic power industry» The primary deve-

lopment of atomic energy for energetics at the present time is

explained by this oircumstance аз well as by the fact that the

reactors with the low temperature potential making it possible

to accomplish primarily the electric energy generation» if with

bad efficiency but with low fuel cycle cost, were historically

developed» The part of atomic power industry to use it in non-

electric technologies will increase in the course of time
0
 Erom

our estimations as early as the end of the century this part

can amount to 10-15% with its following increase •

Recent years is characterized by the appearance of numero-

us developments on utilization of the nuclear energy out of ele-

ct roenerge tics
 0
 The problems of district heating, the producti-

on of hot water and steam of low and mean parameters for techno-

logical purposes, the production of desalinated water etc» oan

be solved by means of light-water reactors of existing types.

However, the major part of elaborations on atomic energy

application outside the electroenergetics is related to the

production of technological heat and steam of high parameters,

the transformation of primary energoresources into more conve-

nient high-effective energocarriers (the coal gasification, oil

оracking, etc»), processes of production of methane steam con-

version products for ammonia production and reducing
 u
 <з for

metallurgy» Different thermochemical and combined with electro-

lysis ways of hydrogen generation from water by means of nuc-

lear energy are also developed intensively. Practically, all

these developments making provision for generating of high po-
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tential heat with the needed temperature level to 900-1000°C

and in a number of capes even higher, are based on the use of

high temperature helium-cooled reactors* Works on the develop-

ment of such reactors are being performed in different count-

ries of the world and at the present time it has been achieved

the gas temperature 900-950°С at the output of reactor.

In fast helium reactor-breeders it is possible to obtain

higher breeding ratic against the sodium breeders that creates

favourable conditions to obtaine the small fuel doubling time

(T
2
 is 5 years) and to solve the problem of fuel resources for

long-term development of nuclear power industry. Certainly,there

are still many unsolved compex problems in this direction - high

temperature heat exchangers, the thermal protection of prest-

ressed concrete vessels, and later on the gas turbines of clo- '{

sed cycle, etc. I

However, in this direction there are no problems unsolved

in principle and it is apparent that the high temperature ther-

mal helium reactors and helium breeders shall be able in the

best way to satisfy the energetics of the future. Owing to high

temperatures at the atomic power plants with reactors of HT-GR

type there can be used the steam turbines with modern high pa-

rameters of steam (p=170/240 atm. t=545°C). In the future thn

transition to the direct gas-turbine cycle is possible both

from the point of view of the decrease in capital investments

and the increase of atomic power plant and their use for the

variable load. The HT-GR reactors due to the high efficiency

have weaker thermal effect on the invironment and need less

amount of cooling water and in the case of applica-

tion of the gase-turbine cycle in them the transition to
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the air cooling is possible. However, the gas breeders have,

certainly their difficulties and, probably, will not replace

breeders with sodium cooling and supplement them. The same

concerns fusion hybrid breeders.

The scales and rates of development of atomic power in-

dustry can and will have an essential effect on its structure

that is prilimarily related to peculiarities of its promis-

sing fuel cycle. The expected rates of development - the very

important problem for atomic power industry - are closely con-

nected with rates of development of all energetics which are

determined by the growth of population and as well as the in-

crease in mean annual energy consumption per capita. The rates

of growth and, possibly, the limit of this value will be deter-

mined by numerous economic, technical, ecological, social fac- ;

tors which are complicated to be forecasted now. it is probable I

that as one of criteria determining its limiting value can be

the energy consumption providing technologies based on the

practically complete regeneration of the used natural resour-

ces. However, it is impossible to predict now the qualitative

meaning of this value. As a tentative energy consumption va-

lue in 40-50 years one can consider the range 15-20 kwt/capi-

ta0 In this case the integral energy production per capita

will amount to 500-750 kw»years/capita for the time conside-

red (see fig.1).

The part of m e sy production which will be provided by

the atomic power industry for this period, will essentially

depend upon availability and consumption of high quality fu-

el resources, in the first place cuch as the oil, gas and also

upon progress in elaborating the technology on coal transforma-
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tion into convenient carriers.
If it is assumed that by the end of the considered period the atomic power industry is to yield

from 50 to 70% of all energy production, i.e. 7-15 kW(t)/capita, then the total energy production
of the atomic power industry will be within the range 200-400 kW years per capita (see Fig.l).

The future structure of atomic power industry depends significantly upon the available
sufficiently inexpensive resources of nuclear fuel, from the point of view of the ratio of fast breeder
realtors and thermal neutron reactors. From data reported by IAEA the world resources of
available uranium ores amount to 8—10 mln.tons. It seems to us that this /dlue is underestimated.
Direct measurements show that uranium is mainly contained in acid erupted rocks and products of
their metamorphism, i.e. it is rather uniformly distributed over the land. Because the metamorphosed
rocks are practically everywhere on the surface and under the small thick layers of sedimentary
rocks the uranium ores have to be found rather often and uniformly in upper layers of the earth
surface. In this case we shall obtain lower estimation of the world resources of available uranium
laying in the range 30-40 mln.tons.

Thus, the available uranium resources are not great (4-10 kg per capita of the present-da'
population of the earth) and with the growth of atomic power industry the transition to the fissile
fuel self-provision by means of plutonium buildup from U-238 in the breeders is necessary in the
future.

The progress in atomic power industry can be divided into

two stages* The first step of the development of atomic power

industry is based on the consumption of natural fissils ma-

terial resources by thermal neutron reactors in the ma:i.n
#
 Ко

limitations on the part of natural uranium resources e& any

really possible scale of atomic power industry development

can be expected in the current century. The evaluation of pos-

sible development of atomic power industry capacities in the

world can also be proceeded from the already determined ten-

dency of capacity increase. The output of atomic power plant

expected by 2000 year over the world will reach 2 1O
9
 - 4 1O^srt

with the uranium consumption 4 10-8 10* t/year<> Assuming that

the life time of the station equals to 25-30 years one can con-

clude that as early as at the beginning of XXI century the cheap

natural uranium will not be enough to provide the further deve-

lopment of atomic power industry with the use of thermal neut-

ron reactors and the use of breeder cycles with plutonium pro-

duction will be unavoidable.
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The atomic power industry of the second stage using fast

breeders with the transition to the fissile material self-pro-

vision is able to overcome, in principle, the crisis of natural

uranium shortage in the future century though in the current cen-

tury the breeders will not have the significant influence on the

uranium consumption.

The development of the breeder program and atomic power

industry acquires the most importance only in the case if the

breeders will be able by means of plutonium buildup to provide

the development of energetics with the necessary rate, consu-

ming only the tail uranium and the part of plutonium built-up

in breeders themselves. In this case the price of natural ura-

nium will not essentially affect the price of electric energy

of atomic power plant since the generating energy of each ton

of natural uranium will increase by a factor of 2О-3& And tho-

se uranium resources which have no commercial value now, for

instance, the uranium dissolved in ocean water, will economi-

cally be available for the energetics. The atomic power indust-

ry of any scal«; can be constructed on these principles and in

this event the resources of secondary nuclear fuel will be li-

mitless о

However, in order to ensure prospects for development of

actually large-scale nuclear power industry of the future centu-

ry it is necessary that the breeders by means of plutonium bu-

ild-up were to provide not only the construction of new bre-

eders in the rate corresponding to the rate of its industrial

development. It is also needed that they would give the produc-
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tion of additional plutonium for loading the thermal neutron

reactors consuming the uranium ox1 thorium»

Therefore, the value of fuel doublirig time in breeders

plays significant part in the development of atomic power indu-

stry© In the development of atomic power industry the breeders

can perform their mission on nuclear fuel self-provision provi-

ded that the fuel doubling time in them will amount to 4-6 ye-

ars» However, the principle importance of exactly such a way of

development in the atomic power industry is not yet enough re-

alized, For example, in the USA and many other western count-

ries the breeder program was developed for many years without

taking into consideration of the decisive role of fuel doubling

time. Only in the middle of 1973 the commission of H.Bethe

in the USA, based upon the importance of the breeder program

for all energetics of the future advanced the correct but in-

sufficiently accurate requirements - that the fuel doubling

time in the breeders would be no more than 10 years. Th ;al»

culations show that the necessary fraction of fast reactor-

breeders when developing the atomic power industry in conditi-

ons of fissile material self-provision grows essentially with

the increase of fuel doubling time in breeders© For example,

with the fuel doubling time in fast breeders equaling to 5 years

this fraction lies within the limits 40-50%, and for 10 years -

in the range of 70-80% (with the doubling time of capacities of

atomic power industry being equal to 12 years and operation lo-

ad factor=0,8 see fig,2,3)* The necessity of essential increa-

se in fraction of breeders can be in contrast with economically

expedient structure of atomic power industry in the kind of

energy generatedo
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In this connection the following fact should be marked. In

the most part of elaborations the atomic plants for production

of thermal energy generates electricity at the same time» This

circumstance is caused on. the one hand by the necessity to use

the low and mean temperature potentials in high-temperature re-

actors and on the other hand by the technical and economical

expediency of low-temperature heat generation at atomic electri-

cal power stationsо In the case when thermal reactors are used

for these purposes (and at the present time all these elabora-

tions are .practically oriented towards them) the decrease of

this part for fast reactor-breeders in electroenergetics will

take place.

Prom this point of view it is reasonable to carry out

the scientific and technical search and elaborations of such

fast reactor-breeders in which the electric energy generation

could Ьз combined with generation of other energy carriers or

products. In this sense it seems to as that the combination

of generation of electric energy and desalinated sea water

on the reactor-breeder is very successful and promising.

Due to high values of capital investments per installed

power unit and the necessity to load the initial fuel the

atomic power plants are especially sensitive to the operati-

onal load factor in contrast to power plants on the mineral fu-

el. The decrease in load coefficients for fast reactor breeders

is especially impermissible because of the increase in the fuel

doubling time.

Meanwhile, in the electroenergetics there takes place the

slow process of decreasing in load factor. The heat and steam

generation is significantly non-imiform as well.
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In this connection for the atomic power industry the con-

ception based on the increase in the future energetics of arti-

ficial non-electric energy carrier's in large scales permitting

the energy accumulation and transport is sufficiently promis-

singo Hydrogen or other hydrogen-containing energy carriers

can be considered as such the most promissing energy carriers.

It seems to us that the role of such energy carriers has to

grow as fast as the atomic power industry develops. In this

connection the atomic power installations producing such arti-

ficial nc2>-eiectric energy carriers can play the essential

part in the structure of atomic power industry.

In this way the nuclear power industry is outlined in

prospect as energetics of multi-purpose complex generations

of energy carriers and other kinds of production. Now the

whole of outlook for complex plants connected with the utili-

zation of nuclear energy cannot yet be estimated enough in

de .ils.

It is evident that the development of every kind of tech-

nology which can be taken to nuclear energy resources is one

of the most important practical problems confronting our gene-

ration.
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